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Coordination

Institutional

and

Policy Focus

1. Strategy and

Chapter

Strategic

agenda

development

in the national

considerations

digital economy

commerce and

integrate e-

1.1. Further

Objective

overall national
development agenda,
which will ensure that the
e-commerce growth from
a policy and technical
perspective is
synchronized with overall
developments in the
digital economy
ecosystem

development in Cambodia.

Establish a working group on e-

commerce led by the MOC, and

involving relevant line ministries

and technical agencies to ensure

coordination and development of

the e-commerce sector. Ensure

close coordination of this working

group with the Inter-ministerial

Committee on Digital Economy.

commerce in relevant aid projects.

them on the need to integrate e-

development partners to sensitize

commerce. Coordinate with

enterprise development via e-

component on market and

market-side dimension include a

development strategies with a

tandem.

activities take place in

sector development

commerce and private

commerce SME growth. E-

support exists for e-

and development-partner

Adequate institutional

commerce within the

1.1.2. Ensure that all sector

Greater integration of E-

lead Ministry for e-commerce

Anticipated Impact

1.1.1. Designate the MOC as the

Activity

Plan of Actions
Priority Entry point

Medium

High

term

Immediate-

term

Immediate-

(H/M/L) of activity

Lead

MOC

MOC

Institution

Supporting

nt partners

Developme

MEF,

MISTI

MEF, MPTC,

institutions
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the e-commerce sector is
improved allowing for
technical and policy track
adjustment as required.

at regular intervals (every two

years) to assess the state of the

overall ecosystem and identify key

challenges and opportunities

Standardization of
government websites and
digital services, resulting
in an overall improved
service delivery for
citizens and businesses.

1.1.6 The recently instituted digital

government working group should

be utilized to ensure that digital

government services are

developed in coordination with

other relevant entities and based

facing the sector.

Situational awareness of

international markets.

products to local and

for traditional Cambodian

Increased channel access

support services

entry due to provision of

with reduced barriers to

e-commerce activities,

vendors to participate in

Established channel for

studies for the e-commerce sector

1.1.5. Conduct detailed value chain

a mean to connect to the market.

through the use of e-commerce as

one-product theme to Cambodia

initiative, adapt the one-village,

1.1.4. As a government led

payment and logistics services.

providers with integration with full

commerce vendors and service

aggregator for a wide variety of e-

B2C) which will serve as an

marketplace/platform (B2B and

1.1.3. Develop an e-commerce

Medium

Low

Low

Medium

term

Immediate-

Long-term

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

MPTC

MOC

MOC

MOC

the WG

members of

All

MPTC, MEF

MISTI

MPTC, MEF
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e-commerce

coordination for

institutional

1.2. Improve

development activity
within the digital
economy ecosystem.

development of various strategies

and policies in the digital economy

space, either via the Digital

information for SMEs
related to policy,
regulations,
administrative paperwork
etc., related to MOC
specific information.

businesses to access information

related to business registration,

Certificate of Origin issuance, e-

commerce law (and related

regulations) etc. Integrate chatbot

options if possible. Pilot the app as

institutions as needed.

an MOC initiative and scale to other

Improved access of

user-friendly online guide for

which will serve as a convenient,

1.2.2. Develop a mobile application

another platform.

Economy working group or

Mitigation of fragmented

sector entities responsible for

takes place between various public

1.2.1. Ensure active coordination

of rules followed by all.

on a standard framework with set

Low

High

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

MOC

MEF

All
the WG

members of

88
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established in aid of the ecommerce sector.

recommendations for addressing

regulatory gaps (i.e. regulations

gaps.

knowledge

bridging

laws and
among consumers,
businesses on the best
practices related to
cybercrime prevention,
and ensuring adherence
to the country's laws.

consumers on (a) the compliance

tenets of the cyber-crime law, and

(b) the dangers of propaganda via

social media mal-information

channels, and (c) how to recognize

and avoid mal-information on

social media channels which can

Improved awareness

economy.

good consumer behavior to inform

2.1.3. Develop a code of ethics and

draft cyber-crime legislation.23

provision in the

existing draft

legislation safeguarding

2.1.2. Expedite the passage of the

related
Cambodia's digital

An effective cybercrime

commerce

amendments, as necessary.

developed via sub-decrees), and

which are missing and need to be

regulatory framework

commerce, resulting in

Medium

High

High

term

Immediate-

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

Draft law is in the process of final discussion in order to assess the risks and impacts on the commercial sector before it is further deliberate and adopt by the RGC.

Framework

Regulatory

2. Legal and

including e-

framework by

cyber law

Cambodia's

2.1. Complete

Comprehensive legal and

and regulatory framework for e-

comprehensive review of the legal

e-commerce law, conduct a

2.1.1. Following the passage of the

MOI, MOJ

MOI, MOJ

MOC

MOC

MOC

MOI

MPTC, MEF,

89
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commerce sector growth

and is well-aligned with e-

encourages innovation

framework that

An IP protection

transactions.

firms involved in digital

protection for citizens and

regulation exists on data

Comprehensive

framework is established.

consumer protection legal

of e-commerce within the

Comprehensive coverage

Medium

Medium

High

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

MOC

MOC

MOC

At the present time, other than drafting law and amending the law to align with the technology development the Ministry is proactive in mainstreaming knowledge to combat technology crimes.

development) among relevant

undisclosed information (under

(2014), Laws on trade secrets and

Geographical Indications of Goods

Unfair Competition (2002), Law on

Marks, Trade Names and Acts of

Related Rights (2003), Law on

2.1.6. Review Law on Copyright and

electronic transactions.

protection stemming from

adopt a regulation for data

regulating the protection of data,

comprehensive legislation

2.1.5. To overcome the lack of

'returns' needs to be clarified.

'damaged or incorrect goods' and

In particular, the treatment of

address any gaps via sub-decrees.

to electronic transactions, and

protection legislation for relevance

2.1.4. Review the consumer

harmony.24

affect communal and social

MOI, MOJ

MISTI, GDCE,
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and contribution of
MSMEs in the social-media
led e-commerce segment.

involvement of MSMEs in 'social-

commerce' and assess the

economics related to the activities.

2.2.1. Develop a whitepaper which

examines and proposes

appropriate data policy for

Cambodia. The research paper will

review global cases and related

lessons learned, overall

2.2. Undertake

an assessment

of data policy

needs

appropriate for

Cambodia in the

versus increased formalization.

of employment that may result,

the balance between potential loss

regulation must take in account

microentrepreneurs. Any

licensing requirements for

specifically focusing on the

social commerce platforms,

transactions originating from

guidelines for regulating

enumeration study, issue

through the above-mentioned

stakeholders.

understood by all relevant

the government, and

been communicated by

National data policy has

e-commerce firms.

based linkages with larger

employment/supplier-

through

entrepreneurship, or

either through

microentrepreneurs,

formalize

policy to eventually

Development of effective

the extent, dependency

comprehensively enumerate the

2.1.8. Based on the insights gained

Better understanding of

2.1.7. Conduct research to

with e-commerce related aspects.

other laws to assess alignment

Medium

Medium

Medium

term

Immediate-

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

MOC

MOC, MPTC

MOC

MPTC, NBC

MISTI, MEF

MPTC, MISTI
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classification, data privacy, data

and cyber security, de minimis,

among others.

goals and

national

interests.

related to the e-commerce law is

kept UpToDate on MOC's with a

timestamp.

and the private

sector including

investors on the

framework.

and regulatory

and related legal

changing legal framework
to ensure compliance
with the legal framework
on e-commerce.

provisions and obligations that will

come into place as a result of the e-

commerce law as well as other

legislations. Designate (either

Improved stakeholder

on e-commerce.

with the legal framework

sensitization on the

dedicated team) tasked with

informal focal points or a

Immediate-

High

term

Immediate-

term

MOC

MOC

Association

usiness

Commerce/B

Chambers of

MISTI,

Association

usiness

Commerce/B

High

changing legal framework
to ensure compliance

Chambers of

sensitization on the

Improved stakeholder

Investors) to inform them on the

stakeholder groups (M/SMEs,

outreach campaign to key

2.2.2. Develop and launch an

law. Ensure that information

consumer base

e-commerce law

associated with the e-commerce

2.3. Sensitize the

compliance-requirements

on the tenets, benefits and

informing all relevant stakeholders

'townhall meetings' aimed at

sensitization workshops and

2.2.1. Conduct a series of

border data flow, data

such as data localization, cross-

implications for Cambodia in areas

development

actual context of
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Regulations

3. SME

firms

for e-commerce

add specificity

framework and

the regulatory

3.1. Strengthen

and utilization of SME
incentives scheme leading
to reduced tax burden for
eligible SMEs, including
within the e-commerce
sector.

what extent e-commerce firms can

benefit from them, i.e. what are the

eligibility guidelines for e-

commerce firms to benefit from

the incentives. In case the

incentives are assessed to not be

Reduced tax burden and
increase flexibility for ecommerce firms
Clarity in taxation rules for
e-commerce firms,

3.1.2. Conduct the feasibility study

of providing tax incentive to

promote e-commerce

3.1.3. Define clear taxation rules for

e-commerce firms (whether

measures for e-commerce SMEs.

take place to review incentive

further policy deliberation should

applicable to e-commerce SMEs,

Increased awareness of,

incentive measures, and also to

timeline related to the SME

the scope and implementation

within the private sector related to

3.1.1. Clarify overall understanding

processes.

questions on e-commerce

registration process as well as

commerce law and SME

and investors related to the e-

answering questions from M/SMEs

High

High

High

term

Immediate-

term

Immediate-

term

Immediate-

MEF/GDT

MEF

MEF

MISTI, MOC

MISTI, MOC

MOC, MISTI
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translating into robust
support for enterprises
and reduced institutional
fragmentation,

include the criteria for

segmenting companies based

on turnover (USD), employees

the digital economy space.

and indeed SMEs that fit within

measures for e-commerce firms

obligations and incentive

- The policy should explain the

(number) or other parameters.

commerce firms) exists,

policy institutions. This should

SMEs (including e-

be identified and adhered by all

- A common SME definition must

components must be included:

prevailing confusion. The following

comprehensively to reduce

SME related issues are covered

several years now must ensure that

which has been in development for

3.1.4. The SME development policy,

transaction.

considered as an e-commerce

online transaction is to be

Clarify the definition what type of

Policy level clarity for

compliance.

gross revenues) and make

guidelines available to companies.

leading to improved

taxation per transaction or overall

High

term

Medium-

MISTI

MOC
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startups.

burden on SMEs, especially

closures, to reduce the overall

costs involved in enterprise

administrative formalities and

3.1.5. Identify options for reviewing

sector.

any queries from the private

information as clarifications for

provide UpToDate and targeted

advisory-desk which can

- Establish / revitalize an SME

be contacted in case of queries.

departments/officers who can

with contact information of key

among other obligations along

processes, forms and fees

- Provide information about

Cambodia.

commerce development in

MOC is responsible for e-

leadership of MOC, especially if

will be pursued under the

Commerce SME development

- The policy should note that E-

and uncertainties related

Reduced closing costs,

the e-commerce sector;

economy, and especially

startups in the digital

business environment for

Improved operating

Medium

term

Immediate-

MEF

MPTC

MOC, MISTI,
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available to companies so that

parallel, Checklists must be made

company registration process. In

to reduce bottlenecks in the

the E-commerce sector better so as

to understand the specificities of

Sensitize relevant ministry officers

from other ministries.

and interoperability with portals

registration. Ensure shared data

required beyond MOC online

sectors, and further licensing is

commerce SMEs straddle multiple

especially in cases where e-

notification, license applications

registration, labor compliance

business registration, tax

platform should streamline the

complete registration process. The

single portal for facilitating a

platform and transform it into a

expand MOC's registration

established by the RGC to further

3.1.6. Leverage the working group

sectors.

straddling multiple

especially those

commerce firms,

requirements for e-

of registration

Increased clarity in terms

formalization levels.

leading to increased

to potential tax audits,

Medium

term

Immediate-

MOC

MISTI

MPTC, MEF,
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within SME base to
enter/scale-up within the
e-commerce sector.

and can demonstrate that the e-

commerce operations will generate

employment and/or other

growth

of private sector
associations/chambers to
work on e-commerce
issues, and develop

e-commerce related research,

advocacy position development,

firms.

commerce to serve as anchors for

e-commerce development.

and advocate

associations and chambers of

provide guidance and advocate for

private sector

support for e-commerce

policies and institutional

Strengthened capabilities

commerce with policy makers to

between the

decisions in terms of

into government

on a rolling basis, feeding

3.2.2. Strengthen the role of sector

associations / chambers of

coordination

for sector

discussions) between industry

3.2. Strengthen

a working group or regular

feedback loop (via involvement in

3.2.1. Develop an information

contributions.
Private sector advocacy

Increased incentivization

their licensing and tax obligations,

economic and socio-economic

Reduced tax burden, and

are formalized and UpToDate on

holiday to e-commerce firms who

3.1.7. Grant a medium-term tax-

the type of information needed.

they need to liaise with, along with

ministries and technical agencies

they can self-assess which

Medium

Medium

High

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

term

Immediate-

MOC

MOC

MEF

Commerce

Chambers of

Commerce

Chambers of

MISTI

Ministries

related Line

MoC, and
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A dedicated e-commerce
association which can
represent the interests of
the sector, and drive

initiative, establish an e-commerce

association for Cambodia. This

would involve 1) a review of

opportunities.

regulations, trends, and

related to E-commerce

for their membership

and relevant information

commerce firms to useful

3.2.4 As part of the Go4eCAm

developed.

special e-commerce portion can be

unable to find information easily . A

where typically the private sector is

SME incentives and other areas

suppliers), updated information on

when dealing with informal

tax and VAT treatment (including

licenses from multiple ministries),

cases when the business requires

registration procedure (including

database on topics ranging from

deep and up-to-date information

SME base, which will serve as a

shop website aimed at the broader

develop a comprehensive 1-stop

selected chambers of commerce,

3.2.3. With joint ownership of

commerce sector growth

with the common goal of e-

Improved access for e-

membership.

development of services which can

be offered to their membership,

services in support of their

sector intelligence collection (b)

High

Medium

term

Immediate-

term

Medium-

MOC

MOC

MEF

Commerce

Chambers of

MEF/GDT,

MISTI,
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commerce sector.

formation of association

'fundamentals of operating online

business and conducting business

online'.

keep abreast of

policy and

regulatory

SMEs (can be scaled to all SMEs)

and make available online. Specific

areas covered will be Registration

focused and

specialized SME

support tools

development. It will be essential to

tax-incentives, Entrepreneurship

and post-registration assistance,

asked questions by e-commerce

3.4. Develop

information source on frequently

which can serve as an end-to-end

3.4.1. Develop a simple guide

40 firms, designed as a course on

capacities to

changes

gather feedback about the

3.3.1. Conduct workshop with 30-

enterprise-level

regulations.

related to policies and

bridge awareness gaps

commerce SMEs, to help

Up-to-date resource for e-

regulatory updates.

maintain awareness of

enterprises in terms of

building capacities of

enterprise side, while

awareness gaps on the

effective mechanism to

3.3. Improve

private sector

management responsibility to the

for members, 4) and a transfer of

lifetime, 3) training programmes

This will serve as an

development for the e-

associations committees, 2) legal

coordinated by MOC during project

private sector led

existing chambers and business

Medium

Medium

term

Immediate-

term

Medium-

MOC

MOC/MISTI

MISTI

Commerce

Chambers of
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help e-commerce firms
innovate and diversify
their service offerings.

The sandbox would provide

benefits in the form of Tax

incentive (tax holiday or ex-post

Clarity among companies
on contact information
within key focal

(points of enquiry) at key public

institutions to which e-commerce

and e-commerce SMEs

other relevant ministry)

between the MOC (or any

mode of engagement

3.4.4. Designate focal points

inform SMEs.

related updates, and serve to

which would feature key SME

via e-mail-based subscriptions

communications bulletin shared

3.4.3. Consider developing monthly

signature etc.

commerce transaction, digital

both import and export through e-

Establishment of a regular

business environment to

a flexible regulatory environment.

tax), easier trade facilitation for

Creation of a liberal

new e-commerce-based services in

to develop and bring to market

firms - such that they have freedom

'sandbox' concept for e-commerce

3.4.2. Develop and operationalize a

depend on the information.

that enterprises can reliably

UpToDate (with timestamps) so

ensure that the guide is kept

Medium

Low

Medium

term

Immediate-

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

MOC

MOC

MOC

agencies

technical

and

ministries

relevant

MISTI and

hubs

incubation

as

builders such

ecosystem

Innovation-
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and other queries.

requirements.

commerce to observe

3.4.6. Analyse technology for e-

- Other Set-up fees.

- Digital marketing fees

- Shopping Cart integration

Mobile Application

- E-commerce Website and/or

(CMS) software

- Content Management System

hosting fees

- Domain name registration and

(among others):

Reimbursable costs could include

their daily operations.

commerce through online sales in

addressing this gap by adopting e-

their competitiveness by

and supporting SMEs to increase

Scheme is aimed at encouraging

online presence.

so that they can build an

incentives for companies

support, along with

expertise and financial

to provision technical

Establishment of a facility

related to registrations

related to registration or other

3.4.5. Develop a government grant

institutions for questions

firms can direct their queries

Medium

High

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

MISTI

MPTC

MOC, MPTC

MISTI

MEF, MOC,
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Infrastructure

4. ICT

templates and a broad framework

for ensuring uniformity,

interoperability and security for

any e-government related

of the national

e-government

agenda

to the 60+ public sector websites

government portal which will link

4.1.3. Develop a unified

models.

such as Singapore for best practice

framework in advanced economies

agency developing it. Study

regardless of the ministry or

application in Cambodia,

4.1.2. Develop standards,

implementation

workflows.

the

4.1. Speed up

inter-ministry/technical agency

approach for digitalizing intra- and

should include a long-term

government. The masterplan

working group on digital

coordination is maintained via the

leading to adoption. Ensure that

for the draft e-government policy

4.1.1. Restart the review process

e-Commerce sector

development of technology used in

portal and guiding

A unified government

technical agencies

across ministries and

application framework

and unified e-government

standards and templates,

Adoption of harmonized

implemented.

adopted and

An e-government policy is

Medium

High

Medium

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

term

Medium-

MPTC

MEF, MPTC

MPTC

Ministries

Line

Ministries

Line

MIH

MEF, MOC,
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and uniform look and feel.

both current and future websites

signatures

signatures in both public sector

systems.

Residential and Nationality

status, Khmer ID, Passport,

recording Births, deaths, civil

to an e-enabled framework for

Management System (IPIS), leading

Integrated Population

Statistics (CRVS) system and

Civil Registration and Vital

2026) , particularly the interlinked

Plan for Identification (NSPI 2017-

related to the National Strategic

4.1.5. Implement the key activities

across sectors.

wide-ranging applications

the CRVS and IPIS, with

framework comprised of

identification system

A comprehensive national

utilization of digital

operationalize the use of digital

and e-commerce transactions

Efficient and secure

authority related to PKIs so as to

4.1.4. Establish a certificate of

maintenance.

sector website-design and

standards development and public

lab which is expected to lead on

role between MPTC's Innovation

standards. Clearly delineate the

conform to the above developed

framework for security

currently active and ensure that

Medium

High

term

Immediate-

term

Immediate-

MOI, MOJ

MPTC

MPTC

MOC, MEF,

MEF, MOC
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wide usage.

long-term strategy to centralize the

4.2.1. Continue the expansion of 4G

penetration in the hinterland as

well as improve the very low fixed

line connectivity (starting with

urban areas). Leverage the fund

from USOF for incentivizing

operators, and promote passive

sharing of infrastructure for MNOs

to enable cost-sharing with a long-

term goal to achieve national

broadband connectivity for all

14,000 villages in the country.

4.2. Expand

fixed line

infrastructure as

well as continue

expansion of the

mobile-

broadband

network to

bridge the

urban-rural

connectivity

divide

rural areas.

second-tier cities and

for e-commerce in

with strong applications

Expanded coverage of LTE

center for government

Data Centers. Hence, develop a

data storage systems.

A centralized secure data

fragmentation in terms of various

4.1.6. Give the current

commerce.

KYC enablers), as well as e-

of banking and saving products (as

be critical for enhanced adoption

will govern the systems. These will

accompanying sub-decrees that

Identification Management and

integrated law for CRVS and

Additionally, develop the

High

term

Immediate-

Medium Long-term

MPTC

MPTC

Line
Ministries

MEF, MOC,
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and traffic, indirectly
supporting e-commerce.

requirements for coping with

increasing local content and traffic.

consumers from
increased devices in
circulation, reduced
environmental impact
from disposed devices.

study of the current market for

smartphones in Cambodia,

examining the organization of

used/refurbished products and

leasing markets, consumer

behavior for personal and business

Increased affordability for

other infrastructure areas.

costs for investments in

expansion, with shared

internet infrastructure

mobile-first nation, conduct a brief

4.2.5. Given Cambodia's status as a

growth.

with broader infrastructure

expand fixed line access in line

and other infrastructure to help to

located fiber and electricity, road

Improved coverage for

quality of local content

4.2.4. Where feasible, deploy co-

Improved volumes and

on the state of IXPs and additional

MNOs

investments costs by

would result in lower

higher frequency and

wider coverage area than

spectrum which has a

by low frequency

Widened network covered

4.2.3. Conduct regular assessments

basis.

spectrum on a technology neutral

reallocation of already assigned

broadcasting, and managing the

band, which is currently used for

rollout, re-assign the 700 MHz

4.2.2. In aid of mobile broadband

Low

high

High

Medium

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

institution

a research

Institute, or

as Open

NGO such

MPWT

MPTC,

MPTC

MPTC

MPTC

MME

MOI, MOFA

MEF, MOI
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4.3.1. Conduct due-diligence

related to the implications (in

terms of operators investment

decisions) of 5G adoption vis-à-vis

fibre and LTE rollout, and assessing

4.3. Prepare the

regulatory and

physical

infrastructure in

aid of 5G rollout

sector.

those related to the e-commerce

emerging requirements, including

the USOF keeping in mind the

guide investments made through

long term USO policy which will

4.2.6 Consider developing a formal,

focusing mainly on smartphones.

internet use in Cambodia, but

2016 study on mobile phones and

would be similar in scope to the

imminent 5G introduction). Study

considering the 4G expansion and

access to smartphones (especially

recommendations for improving

segment, and provide

factors as well as constraints in the

Study would identify driving

disposal of non-working handsets.

considerations stemming from

usage, and environmental

investments.

making space for 5G

nationwide rollout, while

investment in 4G for

Continued progress on

needs.

based on high priority

investment possible,

economic/social return on

utilized with the best

USOF resources are

High

Medium

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

MPTC

MPTC
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operating 5G services in
Cambodia

required for test and deploy 5G in

Cambodia.

transformation.

government, IOT, digital-

including e-commerce, e-

facets of the digital economy,

utilization of 5G in the various

and risks associated with

the requirements, applications,

leveraging 5G capabilities.

commerce capabilities

Strengthened e-

environment for

the existing regulatory framework

4.3.3. Develop an assessment of

A conducive regulatory

4.3.2. Identify changes related to

fixed line connectivity expansion.

the effect of 5G on existing 4G and

medium

High

term

Immediate-

term

Immediate-

MPTC

Commerce,

of

Chambers

MPTC
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Infrastructure

5. Digital Skills

challenge.

mismatch

and future skills-

resolve existing

infrastructure to

commerce skills

national e-

5.1. Upgrade the

institutional coordination
between skills-providers
leads to reduction of
skills-mismatch issues.

throughout the higher learning

skills infrastructure. The network

will also facilitate regular

of university curricula.

sector in the development process

participation from the private

Strengthened inter-

collaboration and research

digital economy skills.

private sector demand for

Cambodia, matching

provider base in

Expanded certificate level

institutes, in order to enhance

universities/technical training

and scalable network between

5.1.2. Develop an interconnected

training of trainers.

base for entrepreneurship skill via

development of a training supplier

Additionally, facilitate

delivery via e-learning tools.

by course providers, for course

Greater utilization of technology,

rise of demand in the market.

to better cope with the expected

concepts in specific terms, and also

courses in digital economy

providers to provide advanced

capacities of certificate level

5.1.1. Support and scale up

Low

Medium

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

MOEYS

MOEYS

MOLVT

MPTC,

MOLVT

MPTC,
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gap analysis for digital
skills which can
adequately provide a
quantitative assessment
of the digital skills gap in
the country.

assessment should consider some

factors: gender, area (urban vs

rural), demands according to

different sectors. Involve private

research companies as well as

Cambodian research

professional development courses.

cost sharing for training and

from increased cooperation and

firms in the IT sector would benefit

The rationale for this activity is that

related to corresponding sectors.

based on different categories

would provide a segmentation

market demand. The assessment

skills institutions to meet overall

sector, and enhance capacities of

opportunities beyond the core IT

sectors to anticipate needs and

the availability of IT skills in non-IT

5.1.4. Conduct an assessment of

the assessment design.

non-IT sector

efficiency gains for the

sector, as well as

expansion for the IT

also resulting in a market

of the economy, thereby

other productive sectors

the broader needs of

sector in accordance to

Development of the IT

enumeration and skills

Readiness Strategy. The

institutions/academia to help with

Comprehensive

and develop a Digital Skills

assessment of the digital skills gap

5.1.3. Undertake a systematic

Medium

Medium

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

MOEYS

MPTC

MOLVT

MPTC,

MOLVT

MOEYS,
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incentivized to invest in
their talent base, thereby
contributing to the
development of the talent
pipeline for digital skills.

companies who invest in on-the-

job training and internships-based

trainings and in the process

meaningfully develop a culture of

internships. The national skills

Establishment of a
dedicated platform for
policy-makers, skillsproviders, and the
private-sector to
constructively discuss
private sector skills
requirements vis-à-vis ecommerce and the digital

5.1.6. Develop sector skills council

for the ICT/e-commerce /digital-

economy areas, to provide a

dedicated forum for policy-makers,

skills-providers, and the private-

sector to constructively discuss

private sector requirements for the

present, and equally important for

the future.

mechanism to fund this initiative.

development fund could be a

Companies are

breaks or cost-sharing) for

(potentially in the form of tax-

5.1.5. Provide incentives

to be conducted.

audit needs within non-IT sectors

Short and mid-term IT workforce

High

Medium

term

Immediate-

term

Medium-

MOLVT

MOLVT

MPTC,

MOEYS

MPTC,

MOEYS
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aligned and in compliance
with the national

Assurance (IPQA) within

Cambodian skills institutions.

education via the TVET
channel, leading to
increase in qualified
professionals in the
sector.

area. In parallel, improve the

marketing and sensitizing among

job-seekers related to TVET,

considering that technicians and

associated professionals job

Reimagine vocational training for

areas for the private sector.

some of the most high-demand

functions have been identified as

Improved provision of ICT

standards.

robust ICT focus within the TVET

Line-Ministries to integrate a more

responsible for TVET), and other

between MOLVT (the line ministry

5.1.8. Expedite collaboration

ensure that that they are

Institutional Planning and Quality

educational quality

providing IT courses to

5.1.7. Improve rollout of

educational institutions

Enhanced capacity of

mismatch challenges.

economy. Reduced skills

Medium

High

term

Immediate-

term

Immediate-

MOLVT

MOEYS

MOEYS

MPTC,
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the e-commerce space.
Over time, this will lead to

relatively high level of absorptive

capacity and willingness to extend

SMEs to promote
themselves in regional
and international events.

trade shows, and events. This

includes creating incentives,

initiatives, and campaigns to

and regional investment,

encourage strategic international

Enhanced capabilities of

tech startups in regional forums,

programs to promote Cambodian

5.2.2. Support cross-incentivized

digitally-enabled SMEs.

a significant increase in

capabilities to expand to

related MSMEs who have a

their operations to e-commerce.

who will develop

selected digital startups and

25

commerce based SMEs

Medium

High

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

MPTC

MPTC

TSC

MEF, MOC,

MOC, TSC

25
Program could include: (1) Bootcamp will be a week-long exercise featuring progressively complex activities, and companies will ramp up from basic fundamental understanding of e-commerce principles on day 1 to a
functioning e-commerce website by end of bootcamp; (2) Specific industries to target will include tourism, agro-industry and other CTIS 2019-2023 priority sectors; (3) SMEs will be selected through a competitive
exercise; (4) At the end of the workshop, successful SMEs will also have a detailed understanding of the other operations that will need to be improved/integrated such as integration with payment gateways and PSP
APIs, logistics, digital marketing, warehousing, returns and aftercare. For these operations, at least a good understanding should be developed; (5) Follow-on support could be offered to companies after 6 months as a
refresher; (6) The program could be anchored in one of the incubators in a way that these institutions can carry on the facilitation for the program in future iterations.

and women.

especially youth

startups,

e-commerce

p support for

entrepreneurshi

digital-

5.2. Improve

mass of offline/non-e-

enhancement bootcamp for

Development of a critical

5.2.1. Conduct an e-readiness

occupations

low and medium skilled

its appeal beyond the traditional

the digital economy by broadening
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that are occurring in the capital.

entrepreneurship-based events

incubation/shared workspace/

expanding the same type of

areas, there is a need for

entrepreneurship) in non-capital

entrepreneurship (including digital

5.2.4. In a bid to improve

and certificate level programs.

should be integrated within degree

with core-ICT skills. These courses

digital marketing skills blended

entrepreneurship, supply-chain,

a strong blend of

focusing on e-commerce, including

entrepreneurship' curricula

to develop hybrid 'digital

universities and training institutes

5.2.3. Build up capacities of

tech sector.

ultimatel

beyond the capital.

activities taking root

resulting in e-commerce

cities and rural areas,

ion facilities in second-tier

entrepreneurship/incubat

Enhanced digital-

institutions in the country.

various skills-provider

offerings are provided by

curricula and degree

entrepreneurship

Robust digital

Medium

High

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

builders

ecosystem

Innovation-

MPTC

MOEYS

MPTC,

MOEYS
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reasoning; and their

their level of soft skills and logical

would include an assessment of

programmes. The mapping study

science and IT training

graduates entering computer

mapping of secondary school

5.2.5. Conduct a comprehensive

Phnom Penh.

also help in expansion outside of

support ecosystem, which would

innovation and entrepreneurship

for networking between different

project, develop an online platform

women community. As a related

participation from youth and

incubation facility through the

Reap by establishing and testing an

A pilot could be launched in Siem

to increase the scope of activities.

organizations activities in this area

collaboration through existing

project could be undertaken with

to broaden the scale of activities. A

lack of collaboration between labs

information in the provinces and

However, the challenge is a lack of

broader digital economy.

career in IT and the

graduates in pursuing a

secondary school

Increased interest among
Low

term

Medium-

MOEYS

MPTC
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turn lead to increased
adoption of digital
content.

community IT literacy levels.

Improve Tech Awareness by

Targeting Parents and Elders,

MIT backed dotLearn, which allows

users at low internet speeds to

view videos and teaching material.

This could especially be used in

geographical areas where the

internet speeds (both fixed and via

broad spectrum

of stakeholders

and

geographical

scope.

in community centers.

developed, bundled and deployed

portfolio of such products could be

enhancing digital literacy. A

consumers, as well as a tool for

and habit formation for

would be increased online activity

broadband) are low. The benefit

innovative products such as the

involving a

5.3.2. Consider bringing in some

fluctuate.

and coverage may

where internet speeds

potential) in rural areas

strong e-learning

teaching material (with

Access to video-based

rural areas, which will in

community centers to boost

digital literacy

5.3. Improve

within the community in

literacy in rural areas, involving

Especially in Rural Areas.

Increased digital literacy

campaign to enhance digital

5.3.1. Establish a nationwide

choosing a career in IT sector.

motivation/main drivers for

Medium

High

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

MPTC

MOEYS

MOEYS

MPTC
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ICT institutions, educators
and facilities.

promote and support ICT training

for political decision makers,

Increased digital literacy
within the community in
rural areas, which will in
turn lead to increased

5.3.4. An intervention to improve

digital literacy in the hinterland

should be piloted anchored in

community development centers

imbalances.

people, in order to address social

disadvantaged, and illiterate

youth, the disabled and

opportunities for women and

learning systems and ICT access

special attention to facilitating new

public sector officials; (4) give

leaders, as well as private and

community and civil society

Enhanced capability of

training in the national system; (3)

formal and informal education and

the teaching of ICT at all levels of

facilities to expand and develop

education for Cambodian people

education field shall be undertaken

capabilities to focus on the actual

the training of educators with the

5.3.3. JICA recommendations: (1)

Medium

Medium

term

Medium-

Term

Immediate-

MOEYS

MTPC

MPTC

MOEYS
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overall digital economy
development and
government digital

public sector as part of onboarding

and continuous learning for public

sector staff.

adoption of Khmer
language local content
which will drive consumer
confidence in absorbing
online content.

and/or focusing on local news or

other types of content) as a means

of promoting the demand for

digitally available information

among consumers (especially in

Increased opportunities
for continuing and lifelong
learning for adult and
older population.

5.3.7. Promote continued

professional development (CPD),

with non-formal education and

lifelong learning opportunities

rural areas).

Increased availability and

local content (Khmer language

5.3.6. Promote the development of

which bodes well for

literacy /awareness sessions for the

services development.

within the public sector,

5.3.5. Scale up mandatory digital

whether such initiatives can work.

would be a pilot initiative to see

solutions could be taught. This

payment solutions, mobile money

Improved digital literacy

content.

regular classes on the basics of the

internet, and using existing

adoption of digital

via digital literacy classes, where

High

Low

High

term

Immediate-

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

MOEYS

MPTC

MOEYS

Information

Ministry of

MPTC
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Systems

6. Payment

interoperability across
different platforms and

industry.

on a real-time basis.

settle between each other

can cross-operate and

mobile money solutions

Achieve efficiency and

time processing.

to promote

reduce related cost in payment

systems to facilitate inter-bank real

infrastructures

mobile-wallets and other

such as ATMs, POS,

PSPs, and peripherals

via which banks, MFIs,

A centralized mechanism

payment sector.

development in the

established guiding

Long term policy roadmap

6.1.3. Promote standardization and

interoperability in retail payment

system

interoperability.

6.1.2. Further promote

into payment

participation

6.1. Enhancing

roadmap.

payment system development

6.1.1. Adopt and implement

industry.

who are already working in the

continuing education for those

provide opportunities for

workforce, it is important to

low skills level of the current

low educational attainment and

rapid growth of the industry, the

within the IT sector. Due to the

High

High

High

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

NBC

NBC

NBC
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innovative products and services

i.e. online banking services, mobile

banking services, automated

saving programs, spending and

budgeting programs, peer-to-peer

Strengthening

the regulatory

framework to

support FinTech

ecosystem.

e-invoicing.

book keeping digital payment and

management, accounting, and

credit decision tools, credit

lending, invoice financing, smart

necessary regulations to support

6.2.

6.2.2. review and formulate

development in the

FinTech roadmap.

individuals and firms.

requirement for

focusing on the specific

tailored financial product

Improved access to

FinTech sector.

established guiding

Long term policy roadmap

transactions.

payment based

transaction as well as e-

to boost e-commerce

options for the customers

6.2.1. Finalize and adopt the

services.

quality of payment systems and

6.1.4. Promote access, usage, and

Diversified payment

industry.

players in payment

Medium

High

High

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

NBC

NBC

NBC
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commerce firms.

options to e-

payment

availability of

various public media.

infrastructures and services via

6.4.2. Publicize payment system

commerce firms.

awareness on

diversity and

payment options to interested e-

6.4.1. Provide consultation on

payment in e-commerce.

the adoption of electronic

systems and services and

importance of payment

understanding on the

Deepening the

operation.

as part of the e-commerce

various payment service

Promote adoption of

implemented.

and action plan to be

literacy programs

Promote the effectiveness
having a clear direction

6.4. Promoting

engagement.

and increase

responsibilities

delegate clear

effort to

target groups.

of financial literacy by

stakeholders.

financial literacy

parties to streamline all financial

on collective basis among

quality of

digital literacy among

Increase awareness on

e-commerce sector.

results in support for the

the FinTech space, which

Increased innovation in

6.3.2. Coordinate with relevant

literacy to include digital literacy

scope and

with concerted

6.3.1. Expand the scope of financial

6.3. Expand the

further FinTech based innovation.

regulatory sandbox to facilitate

6.2.3. Consider formulating

Medium

High

High

Medium

High

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

Long Term

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

NBC

NBC

NBC

NBC

NBC
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Trade Logistics

7. Domestic

solutions.

addressing

forms of

pilot alternate

addressing and

physical

7.1. Improve

addressing and national
addressing infrastructure.

address based on satellite

addresses.

alternate solution for locating

coordinates as an interim or

Improved physical

virtual addressing/digitalized

facilitation.

e-commerce order

delivery and scaling up of

potential gains in on-time

challenge, leading to

physical addressing

coping with the long-term

Alternate mechanisms for

addressing). Consider the use of

system (post codes + street

develop the national addressing

7.1.2. Continue efforts to further

current static model)

can be geolocated, rather than the

person having an address which

personal identifiers (i.e. each

Cambodia as a testing ground for

W3W the opportunity to use

As an additional challenge, offer

case for a larger project later.

and will help build the business

burden for delivering packages,

the efficiency gains in terms of time

any such pilot would be to quantify

one rural area. The main goal of

local mail/order delivery in PP and

Cambodia Post (and or DHL) for

program with What-3-Words and

7.1.1. Explore possibility for a pilot

High

Medium

term

Immediate-

term

Medium-

MEF

MEF

MLMUPC

CP, MPWT,

MLMUPC

CP, MPWT,
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in rural areas. Assess technical

requirements such as delivery

capabilities of

Cambodia Post

existing IPS and CDS systems.

personnel or example on the

across the country, training of

vans, and warehousing network

improve service delivery, especially

build capacity of Cambodia Post to

Cambodia Post. Continue efforts to

strategy to enhance capacity of

7.3.1. Develop a comprehensive

the LMP.

respond to sector needs.

Cambodia post to

Enhanced capacity of

and cross-border trade.

administer, coordinate and

monitor the implementation of

e-commerce domestic

is raised to allow it to manage,

hard and soft logistics

- Ensure that the capacity of the

General Directorate of Logistics

LMP leading to improved

infrastructure development.
infrastructure benefiting

Implementation of the

Master Plan in aid of transportation

implementation of the Logistics

7.2.1. Prioritize the adoption and

7.3. Improve

future.

demand in the

logistics

domestic

the increased

keeping in mind

particular)

(trucking in

infrastructure

delivery vehicle

warehouse,

including roads,

infrastructure

transportation

7.2. Improve the

Medium

Medium

term

Immediate-

term

Immediate-

CP

MPWT
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segment and

providers

transportation

the

Professionalize

7.4.

services delivery segment
with diversity of services
available to consumers at
reasonable costs.

service by assessing the existing

regulations regarding the domestic

services, with the goal that the

liberalization in the sector will help

digital services area.

the project. Additionally, assess

MSMEs involved in logistics on

sensitization and training to

mile delivery segment, provide

professionalism within the last

7.4.1. To improve competency and

economy related services.

to get involved with digital-

logistics

ranging from packaging to

order facilitation activies

MSMEs in terms of the

professionalization of

Improved

Cambodia post within the

that can be addressed ain aid of

further options for Cambodia Post

Robust involvement of

challenges and lessons learned

intervals and take stock of

the Tinh-Tinh initiative at regular

7.3.3. Assess the performance of

private sector players.

board for both Cambodia Post and

raise competency levels across the

A liberalized domestic

enhancement of domestic postal

parcel delivery market and

liberalization of the domestic

7.3.2. Explore options for

term

Medium-

Medium

term

immediate-

Medium Long-term

Medium

MPWT

CP

CP
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professionalization within
enterprise base related to
logistics management.

which can be used to track their

logistics, ranging from warehouse

management to GPS based

enterprise base related to
logistics management.

from an SME perspective, so that

firms have the basic fundamental

to reduced costs and
increased efficiencies for

realistically consider the increasing

demand for logistics from

Green Logistics

impact translating down

logistics' policies which will

7.5.1. Develop conducive 'green

logistics requirements.

related to managing their firm's
Positive environmental

professionalization within

related to logistics management

knowledge and access to expertise

Increased

operations, include best practices

trainings/incubation support on

7.4.3. As part of broader e-

of on-time information.

tracking services and the provision

Increased

logistics management software

in developing /procuring access to

7.5. Invest in

management.

firms in logistics

7.4.2. Assist SME e-commerce firms

and package handling.

knowledge gap

of e-commerce

good practices related to logistics

bridge the

High

High

Medium

term

Medium-

term

immediate-

term

Medium-

MPWT

MPWT

MPWT

Partners

Development

Commerce

Chambers of
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and maintenance

program/ improved inspection

adoption of
environmentally friendly
packaging by e-commerce
firms.

incentivizing e-commerce/logistics

firms to source and utilize

packaging compatible with these

standards in Cambodia

Increased availability and

packaging, and assess options for

sector.

the overall logistics

increased efficiencies for

to reduced costs and

impact translating down

for environmentally friendly

7.5.3. Develop packaging standards

vehicles.

- Financial incentive to cleaner

-

- Sustainable urban freight policy

- Information campaign

- ITS improvement

- Eco-driving training

area. Outline include:

regulations, and incentives) in this

awareness (e.g. labelling,

green freight and support public

policy action or plan to promote

Positive environmental

sector.

environmental considerations.

7.5.2. Formulate a comprehensive

the overall logistics

economic sectors, balanced with

High

High

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

MISTI

MPWT
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Trade

8. Cross-Border

the component for air cargo needs

tenets. Additionally, ensure that

particular the cross-border trade

national logistics masterplan, in

8.1.3. Expedite the adoption of the

transmissions.

customs duties for electronic

the current moratorium on

result of the

enhanced/improved as a

function is

Cross-border trade

neighbours.

border trade area)

multilateral discussions related to

Cambodia and its

linking with the formal cross-

border trade

occurring between

constraints and opportunities (for

8.1.2. Maintain a close review of

cross-border trade

motivations, as well as the

relating to cross-

the type and volume of

values, stakeholder types and

framework

regulatory

legal and

8.1. Develop the

Baseline established for

future policies.

develop appropriate

Cambodia helping to

infrastructure in

of the trucking

Improved understanding

review the type, volumes, dollar-

its neighbours. The analysis would

occurring between Cambodia and

extent of cross-border trade

8.1.1. Conduct an analysis on the

infrastructure in the country.

quality of the trucking

for assessing emissions, age and

in Cambodia to serve as a baseline

7.5.4. Develop a database of trucks

term

Immediate-

term

Medium-

High

term

Medium-

Medium Long-term

Medium

Medium

MOC

GDCE

MOC

MPWT

MPWT
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LMP.

requirements, via industry

Cambodia with the
internationally agreed
tenets of the agreement.

on Facilitation of Cross-border

Paperless Trade in Asia and the

Pacific was adopted as a UN treaty

- Partnerships,

- Measurement and Analysis,

- Revenue Collection,

- Safety and Security,

of Procedures,

- Facilitation and Simplification

Risk Management,

- Advance Electronic Data and

topics include:

processes In Cambodia. Relevant

and integrate the framework in the

associated with the framework,

and well as instruments and tools

Commerce adopted in June 2018

of Standards on Cross-Border E-

commerce growth.

impact on cross-border e-

authorities, with a direct

Cambodia's custom

Enhanced capabilities of

harmonization of

ratify the Framework Agreement

8.1.5. Review the WCO Framework

Alignment and

8.1.4. Review the possibility to

consultations.

implementation of the

to take into account e-commerce

term

Medium-

Medium Long-term

Medium

MOC

MOC

GDCE
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administration involved in

Cambodian borders.

E-Commerce shipments

shipments including for SMEs and

reduce processing costs for all

as to encourage exports and

consolidated declarations etc. so

Manifest data elements,

on simplified clearance e.g.

threshold below which it is based

introduce an export clearance

clearance of B2C, there is a need to

8.1.8. To streamline export

firms, including from Cambodia.

competitiveness of e-commerce

ecommerce, so as to improve the

for goods originating from LDCs via

for an advocate for high deminmis

based exports.

for e-commerce goods-

predictability of clearance

Increased efficiency and

trade.

the regional cross-border

streamlined

non-tariff barriers across

8.1.7. In multilateral and regional

Improved and

reduce the significant Tariff and

partner countries and also to

harmonize/unify standards among

8.1.6. Continue discussions to

- Legislative Frameworks.

and Capacity Building, and

- Public Awareness, Outreach

high

High

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

MOC

MOC
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8.2.2. Clearly define the mandate

and separation of responsibilities

between all participated

ministries/agencies to further

enhance the availability and

transparency of NSW

implementation

across borders,

and ensure

compatibility

with the

forthcoming

legal

to the workflow of the NSW.

inter-agency coordination related

3 of the rollout. Ensure strong

deployment for Phase 2 and Phase

accomplishing successful

Window in Cambodia and

the progress on the National Single

8.2.1. As a high priority, continue

Cambodia.

of this region-wide and may benefit

importation process.

exportation and

gains across the

NSW leading to efficiency

coordination vis-à-vis the

Improved institutional

requirements.

transit-related regulatory

import, export, and

entry point to fulfill all

Establishment of a single-

shipments.

category needs to be created.

both within and

be interoperable

systems that will

paperless trade

and other

single window

and rollout of

development

8.2. Continue

SMEs and E-Commerce

deminimis low value non-declared

ASEAN is considering the creation

Simplified clearance for

(in addition to the current

Value Declaration (LVD) category

Import clearance of B2C, a Low

8.1.9. In order to improve the

High

High

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

Cabinet

MEF/GDCE

MISTI

MEF, MOC,

MOC, MISTI
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operationalization of the NTFC and

sub-committees and working

especially the e-

commerce law.

and ease of doing
business for cross border
traders.

currency settlements between

Cambodia and Thailand. Expand

feasible.

the pilot to other countries as

Enhanced interoperability

seamless payments in local

seamless growth.

will facilitate relatively

regional standards, which

facilitation systems with

Cambodian trade

Harmonization of

exists in the country.

trade facilitation efforts

institutional support for

A coordinated

aimed at facilitating cross border

Cross-border QR code initiative

8.2.5. Continue progress on the

in the ATIGA-Form D.

border paperless trade especially

Window data exchange for cross

Participate in the ASEAN Single

ASEAN agreement on E-Commerce.

ASEAN Single window and the

commitments, for instance via the

systems are aligned with regional

the NSW and other paperless trade

trade-facilitation systems such as

8.2.4. Ensure that development of

trade facilitation efforts.

groups in support of coordinating

8.2.3. Ensure the

framework,

High

High

High

term

Immediate-

term

Immediate-

term

Immediate-

NBC

MOC

MEF

GDCE, MISTI
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services like Less than container

load (LCL) and Vendor Managed

Inventory (VMI) etc.

8.3.2 Improve the air cargo facility

at airport including possibilities to

have bonded facilities around and

network of hard

infrastructure

and services

required for

cross-border

trade

logistics services providers,

customs brokers and other entities

on the regulations as well as best

practices to follow regarding

levels on the

enterprise side for

conducting cross-

border trade

8.4. Raise capacities 8.4.1. Raise the knowledge levels
and efficiency
among enterprises/traders,

transparently.

implemented expeditiously and

Prakas 1608 should be

and services. In this regard, the

transparent customs procedures

in the airport for forwarders with

increase in types of logistics

8.3. Develop the

sector. Additionally, facilitate

by either the private or public

points along the borders, operated

warehouses) located at strategic

warehousing (including bonded

8.3.1. Develop a network of

exports.

approval for imports and

improved administrative

processes leading to

customs clearance

capabilities in terms of

Improved enterprise side

shipments.

mode of e-commerce

which is the primary

efficient air transport

commerce firms, via

delivery capabilities for e-

facilitation and on-time

Improved order

trade.

support for cross-border

Improved infrastructure

High

Medium

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

MOC

MPWT

Commerce

Chamber of

MPWT, GDCE,
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on the customs clearance
process and regulations.

on customs clearance is easily

accessible for everyone. GDCE

rules and regulations.

logistics industries on updated

the Capital, for instructing the

by expanding scope beyond only

annual sessions held by the GDCE,

8.4.4. Provide more inclusive

the Customs brokers more rigidly

refresher courses and examining

through organizing mandatory

framework.

related regulatory

stakeholders on the

and coverage for logistics

Increased accessibility

among e-commerce SMEs

ensure that the basic information

could play an even more active role

Improved awareness

'returns' capabilities.

complex services such as

Enhanced Introduction of

to reflect the current position and

released by the GDCE in Cambodia

for the business community (2015)

Handbook on Customs Clearance

8.4.3. Review and revise the

such as the UNDP-RGC PPP.

(prioritizing planned initiatives

trade logistics improvements

8.4.2. Accelerate cross-border

customs clearance processes.

administrative paperwork and

Medium

Medium

High

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

GDCE

GDCE

MPWT
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Financing

9. Access to

e-commerce firms in the
best traders initiative.

eligibility criteria to ensure that the

SME segment can engage with the

Institutions.

Additionally, clarify -as part of a

broader awareness campaign - the

eligibility criteria for e-commerce

SMEs to benefit from lending

options via the SME bank's

operations.

dedicated

financing

instruments for

e-commerce

firms and/or

adapt existing

instruments to

commerce firms.

needs of e-

funding exists for ecommerce firms to
expand operations in
international markets.

banks as part of the SME Bank's

overall mandate (in the

medium/long term), considering

(a) the ramp-up of cross-border

trade expected by Cambodian

A specific channel of

functionalities similar to EX-IM

9.1.2. Consider adding additional

firms via a dedicated

mechanism aimed at Financial

utilization of

the specific

financing for e-commerce

a liquidity and risk sharing

promote

funding channel for SMEs.

Enhanced access to

directly support SME lending or as

9.1. Develop and

followed i.e. whether the bank will

lending model which will be

and provide clarity regarding the

9.1.1. Operationalize the SME bank

initiative.

Greater involvement of

Incentive after reviewing the

8.4.5. Expand the Best Traders

Low

High

High

Long-term

term

Immediate-

term

Immediate-

MEF

MEF

MOC

NBC

NBC
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private sector investors). Expand

risk sharing mechanisms such as

the PPC bank-IFC venture financing

model, in aid of SME financing.

mechanisms

and improve

enterprise

investment

investments.

absorb

secure and

mechanisms within the ecommerce sector.

may exist. Provide policy and

regulatory support to enhance

equity, angel investing, peer-to-

access to venture capital, private

alternative financing

and confidence gaps where they

commerce) and bridge information

for investors (specific to eIncreased involvement of

firms.

development partners, banks-

financing

9.2.2. Develop a conducive climate

financing for e-commerce

funding mechanisms (banks-

alternate

readiness to

Enhanced access to

risk segment, develop joint-

9.2. Promote

area perceived as a relatively high-

the still-emerging e-commerce

commercial banks to participate in

9.2.1. To encourage the

limited.

credits) in Cambodia remains

as supply chain financing, letters of

for trade-finance instruments (such

services, and (b) the utilization rate

requirements for Ex-Im bank type

firms in the future and therefore

High

Medium

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

MOC

NBC
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initiatives for SMEs (including

digital economy startups) to bridge

commerce

enterprises

internalize good practice models of

e-commerce firms on how to

transparency. sensitize and coach

financial management and

awareness gap as well as enhance

9.3.2. Develop Capacity building

institutions.

due-diligence for lending

provide a first point of review and

addition to individuals, which will

commercial credit reports in

9.3.1. To enhance data quality on

insurance.

financing, factoring, credit

s levels of e-

creditworthines

9.3. Improve

firms.

trade-financing instruments such

lending institutions.

creditworthiness to

demonstrating

capabilities for

Improved enterprise-level

creditworthiness of firms.

lending institutions on the

to improve the ability of

enterprises, which helps

Credit monitoring for

financing for e-commerce

receivables, inventory) as well as

as letters of credit, supply chain

Enhanced access to

assets such as invoices, account-

collateral requirements (movable

introducing flexibility in terms of

9.2.3. Advocate with banks for

alternate forms of investment.

peer investing, crowdfunding, as

High

High

Medium

term

Immediate-

term

Immediate-

term

Medium-

MEF

NBC

NBC

MOC,

Commerce

Chambers of

MEF/GDT
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Support

and In-Market

Information

10. Trade

type entities - for ecommerce SMEs.

with MISTI (to develop a one stop

shop for trade information) would

be required to designate a specific

office that can support SMEs, with

promotion

function by

expanding the

mandate of

and related advisory services.

promotion, and

scope.

within the

digital economy

commerce and

preferences) relevant for e-

(buyer requirements and market

information regarding the market

markets to be able to provide

commercial representations in key

commercial attaches and

up-to-date targeted information

export

integrate e-

collect, analyze and disseminate

department of

markets.

SMEs in the international

support for e-commerce

Improved in-market

typically provided by TPO

expanded, and /or a joint-initiative

the SME trade

the means and competences to

Robust support - as

department would need to be

10.1. Formalize

-promotion

10.1.1. the mandate and capacity

record and creditworthiness.

to demonstrate a compelling track

other areas), which can help them

end of year administration, among

flows, inventory management and

development, managing financial

management (business plan

operations and financial

Medium

Medium

term

Medium-

term

Medium-

MOFA, MOC

MOC
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commerce firms.

a good market preference. For

these products, match market

demand with suppliers in

Cambodia including e-commerce

digital

marketing.

demand.

demand in terms of B2C and B2B

firms, and assist them to match the

opportunities for e-

markets, and where Cambodia has

branding and

international market

in high demand within key target

as well as
Improved access to

10.2.2 Identify products which are

firms.

delivery for e-commerce

and improved service

related to e-commerce,

trade promotion

firms.

government on behalf of the sector

and advocating with the

commerce firms, conduct research,

sector associations

awareness levels of the

knowledge and

Enhanced and expanded

intelligence and

market

capabilities for

enterprise side

10.2. Improve

provide on-demand guidance to e-

of chambers of commerce to

10.2.1. Strengthen the capabilities

assistance.

presence among other areas of

distribution networks/ physical

forging alliances, setting up

sector firms in networking and

commerce firms as well as assist

Medium

Medium

term

Medium-

term

Immediate-

MOC

s

association

and sector

Commerce

of

Chambers

Commerce

Chambers of
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b.

technical

providing the business base for

implementation modalities.

including estimated budget,

each proposal and details

sector
associations

and key development partners

agencies,
private

term

can be shared with Tier 2 team

plan of action.

and

Commerce

Chambers of

ministries

MOC

MOC

elaborated from the strategy
Immediate-

term

Medium-

Relevant line

High

Medium

proposals based on activities

intelligence.

information and market

analyze and utilize trade

capabilities to collect,

Improved enterprise-level

activities. Develop 5-10 pilot

implementation for select pilot

initiative in support of

a. Leverage E-commerce Tier 2

shipping and order fulfillment.

distribution channels, cross-border

segmentation, best practices in

including market research and

and UpToDate trade information.

topics related to accessing relevant

on a consultancy basis) on various

(possibly via professional trainers

for interested e-commerce firms

10.2.3. Provide a series of trainings

